


















































































































































































































































































































































m.:.ulS for th.: attainment of happiness lack necessity and therefore full imperatival 

sutus. a point which Kant makes by characterizing them as "counsels of prudence" 
(GMS 4: 4161'1). 

In an effort to introduce a systematic ordering into his account of imperatives, Kant 
characterizes the various imperatives in terms of the functions of modality from his 
tablt> of the logical functions of judgment in the first Critique. Thus, he suggests that the 

tirst kind commands problematically (since the end involved is arbitrary); the second 

.J.<serttJric.Jily (since the end is willed by all finite rational agents); and the third apodictically 

(since it commands independently of any end and therefore unconditionally) (GMS 4: 

41514). The first two correspond to the two types of hypothetical imperative distin

guished above and the third to the categorical imperative. Kant also characterizes 
hypothetical imperatives of the first type of as both "imperatives of skill" and as 

.. technical imperatives," and notes that they abstract from the morality of the end 

and apply only to the use of means to attain it (GMS 4: 41513_ 15). In addition to 

.. counseL< of prudence" Kant terms hypothetical imperatives of the second type "prag

matic.'' which he connects closely with prudence (GMS 4: 4171 and note32_37); while 

he calls the third or categorical imperative the "imperative of morality" (GMS 4: 
416 13 __ 14) 26 

Since it seems evident that Kant introduced the concept of a hypothetical imperative 

primarily as a means to highlight the uniqueness of the categorical imperative and the 

peculiar difficulty in grounding it rather than as part of an attempt to present a self

standing systematic account of instrumental reasoning, I do not intend to examine his 
account in great detail. 27 Nevertheless, this account does raise a number of important 

questions of which I shall discuss four. The first concerns the analyticity of the 

proposition which allegedly grounds hypothetical imperatives of all types. 28 The 

;t, It should be noted. however, that Kant later rejected this tripartite taxonomy of imperatives. Thus, in a 
foomote to his account of the conception of a "technic of nature" (Technik der Naturj, in the fmt Introduction 
to the tlurd Crilu!ut. Kant acknowledges having erred in GMS in calling imperatives of skill problematic, 
smce the notion of commanding problematically involves a conttadiction in tenns. Instead, he states that he 
w.shes them to be called techni<d imperatives. Kant further claims that, even though pragmatic imperatives 
(tho.< concerning happiness) presuppose an actual and subjectively necessary end, they should be subsumed 
under rcchrucal imperatives on the grounds that prudence is nothing other than "the skill of a being to use for 
one· s intenooru free human beings and among these even the natural dispositions and inclinations in oneself" 
(fl 21!: 200; 7). In the end. then. Kant «:ems to have affirmed a binary classification of imperatives, where the 
cructal poim ts that the c.ttegoricaJ imperative commands unconditionally and all others under some 
condition. Moreover. an his latest syor.tematic rreaonent of the topic, Kant gives dear expression to the binary 
V1<W. dlVldmg all unperaoves mto caregoncal or unconclioona.l and technical or conch tiona! (MS 6: 222; 377). 

"' For an Imightful cliscUSSion of thu topic, see O'Neill (1989. 89-94), where she argues, persuasively that 
the pnnapl< of the hypothetical Imperative. which I terrn GP. is merely one, though perhaps the most 
unporunt one. of "a f.unily of Principles of lUDona.l lntencling" (op. cit., 91 ). Another virtue of O'Neill's 
bnef dHcuu10n u that ,he uses her discussion of the hypothetical imperative and its principle to introduce the 
lde2 of a conr~ction m the will. which is clearly the key to understanding the categorical imperative. 
~ Kmt cbuns that .. The impentive1 of prudence would likewise be analytic and in complete agreement 

wuh th4'J"'.e of \kill, tf onJy it were \0 easy to give a determinate concept of happiness. For here. as there, It 
would be UJd: whocva wills the end also wills (necessanly in accordance with reason) the sole means to it 
that >rem hiS wnttor· (GMS 4: 41727-18Il· 
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Ei'!/luss) on the will. Although Kant does not elaborate, there appear to be two 

possibilines. The first and most obvious is that reason controls impulses to act in 

ways that run counter to its dictates. Such a scenario is most familiar in the moral 

context, when there is a conflict between duty and inclination; but it also occurs in 

purely prudential situations. In such cases, reason failing to have decisive influence 

would typicallv involve agents subordinating their long-term interests to the attain

ment of present gratification, which might have deleterious consequences. And since 

agents supposedlv cannot abandon their long-term interest (happiness), since the 

ptmuit of it is built into their nature, this appears to fit the description of a case in 

which the agent wills the end but not the necessary means to that end. 

The second possibility is epistemic: an agent does not know the requisite means but 

endeavors to ptmue an end anyway. For example, I attempt to perform a certain 

operation on my computer with only the vaguest idea of what is required. As a result, 

I waste several hours trying various possibilities, until I give up in disgust. This, too. 

might be viewed as a case of willing the end without willing the requisite means 

because reason did not exercise a decisive influence; though in this case reason· s 

influence would have led me not to will the end until I knew what was required to 

accomplish it. 

In considering the mathematical problem of bisecting a line, Kant introduces two 

further conditions on the analyticity ofGP, when he notes that, even though mathe

matics teaches this through synthetic propositions, it is an analytic proposition that 

"if I know that the specified effect could occur only through such an action, if I fully 

[vollstandig) will the effect, I would also will the action that is required for it" (GMS 4: 

41721 _23). These conditions are: (1) that the agent must have knowledge that the end in 

question could not be attained apart from a particular course of action; and (2) that the 

agent must fully or completely [ voll5tandig) will the end. As already noted, if an agent 

lacked knowledge of the requisite means to a given end, that agent could still be said 

to will that end without also willing the means. And, as also noted, this might likewise 

be considered a case of reason not having decisive influence.2 Q 

The really interesting condition, however, is the second, which again Kant does not 

bother to explain. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to assume that by willing an end. 

but not willing it fully or completely, is to be understood as a situation in which 

an agent makes something less than a full commitment to the end in question. Here the 

agent presumably must take some steps toward realizing this end; otherwise it would 

be a matter of merely wishing for or desiring, which require no action on the agent's 

part, rather than willing the end.J<' But it is also not only possible, but all too common. 

for an agent to do less than is required actually to attain the end. For example, I make 

the proverbial New Year's resolution to lose weight and improve my overall physical 

29 T1uo epurcmx: ~ a( reaon'< failure to luv~ a decisive infiuena is <ugg<Skd by LudWig 
(201)6, 149). 

y, On d><: disrincnon ~""" WJ'ihing and "'-illmg. ~< Clupter 3. note 4. 
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We have already encountered the difference between normativiry and prescriptiviry 

m the preceding chapter in connection with the derivation of the principle of moraliry 

in GMS l and we shall return to it in the last section of the present chapter in the 

analysis of the derivation of the categorical imperative in GMS 2. For present purposes, 

the essennal point is that norrnativiry in the practical domain applies to what is deemed 

good or bad. whereas prescriptiviry applies to what one ought or ought not to do. 

Since what one ought to do is always what is deemed good and what one ought not to 

do is what is deemed bad, it is usually assumed that these overlap; what is normative in 

every case providing the grounds for a prescription. For Kant, however, the situation is 

more complicated, since his conception of a perfectly good or holy will is clearly 

normative, inasmuch as it concerns what is good in the highest respect, but it is also 

descriptive rather than prescriptive, since it describes how such a will necessarily acts 

(according to the moral law) rather than prescribing how it ought to act in order to be 

perfectly good or holy. Accordingly. for Kant there can be normativiry without 

prescriptiviry, though not the converse. 

The present suggestion is simply that normativiry without prescriptiviry is also found 

outside the moral domain. In particular, it seems reasonable to assign a normative status 

to G P 1 with regard to instrumental rationaliry, even though, lacking the inclusion of an 

ought, it is not prescriptive. In fact, as the analogue of the normative yet descriptive 

moral law. in contrast to the prescriptive categorical imperative, GP1 may be regarded 

as the formula for an absolutely good (rational) will in the instrumental sense.34 

Even granting this, however, a second step is required in order to account for 

the presence and function of the ought-operator in imperatives grounded in GP 1 . 

Although the most natural approach is to view this "ought" and the necessitation of 

the will it expresses as imposed upon an agent from without in the manner of a legal 

statute, the problem is that, like GP~o legal statutes do not contain an "ought" or 

its equivalent. For example, the law dictates that everyone must stop at a red light; 

it does not say that they ought to stop, which in the context would suggest something 

weaker than a command, perhaps more like a recommendation.35 The "ought" or 

necessitation arises not from the law itself but from the agents in their self-conscious 

relation to the law. In this sense, then, it could be claimed that even hypothetical 

imperatives presuppose something like autonomy or at least the necessiry for a rational 

endorsement. We have aho seen that this is built into the notion of acting according 

to one's representation oflaws. 

J.4 As!ummg that a perfectl)· rational or holy being would also be omniscient and omnipotent, the fully 
will'i . .knowledge of means, and the means bemg tn the agent's power requirement'i would be redundant. 
Corn<quently. the pnnCiple could be fonnulat<d Simply as "If A wills E and M is indispensably necessary for 
E. tMn 1\ wtl] M." We need not here be concerned, however, with this subtlety. 

35 Dunng the time m whiCh I lived there, tt w:.as a standing joke in the Boston area that Boston driver-. 
view tn.ff1c regulations as "recommendations'' rather than laws that must b~ obeyed. From what I gather, 
dungs; ha\·e nlJt changed ~ince I left tht- :uea. 





!C) .irr hypothetical imperatives analytic? 

Does the fact that their principle (GP 1) is analytic entail that the imperatives themselves 

are analytic? This question arises because, even though on more than one occasion 

Kant characterizes hypothetical imperatives as analytic, there appear to be at least two 

reasons tor thinking that they cannot be. 39 The tint is semantic: since imperatives are 

not propositions. it is difficult to see how they (whether hypothetical or categorical) 

could be either analytic or synthetic. The second is suggested by the above analysis of 

hypothetical imperatives Since in addition to the analytic GPI> we have seen that these 

imperatives presuppose factual intormation concerning both the addressee's desires and 

the means required to satisfY them, it would seem that, if they are anything they must 

be syntheoc. Accordingly. so the argument goes, Kant's remarks concerning the 

analyticity of hypothetical imperatives must either be taken in a very loose sense or 

viewed as referring only to GP 1. 40 

In order to deal with the first of these objections, we must consider what Kant meant 

when he referred to such imperatives as analytic. An examination of the text indicates 

that what Kant actually regarded as analytic are practical propositions corresponding to 

the imperatives. rather than the imperatives themselves, considered as commands. 

Thus. in contrasong the imperative of prudence with that of skill, Kant notes that 

the former would be an "analytic-practical proposition," if only the means to happiness 

could be specitied with certainty (GMS 4: 419:}---5). This implies that the imperative of 

skill is such a proposition and that the imperative of prudence is only prevented from 

being one by its anomalous nature. which actually prevents it from being a genuine 

imperative at all. Similarly, Kant refers to the categorical imperative as a "synthetic

pracocal proposition a priori" (GMS 4: 420 14). All of this strongly suggests that by a 

practical proposition Kant understands one that contains an "ought," or its equivalent, 

which makes it action guiding or prescriptive. Consequently, propositions of the fonn: 

"You ought to x·· or "If you want y, you ought to x" would count as imperatives in 

Kant's sense, even though they have propositional form and are not, grammatically 

>peaking commands.~ 1 Moreover, it ts their propositional torm that enables these 

''imperatives .. to be either analytic or synthetic. which can be made explicit by 

expressmg them in the "It is the case that you (or one) ought to ... " mode. 

Assuming that when Kant characterized hypothetical imperatives as analytic, he had 

in mind such practical propositions. which qua propositions could be either analytic or 

wnthetic, the next question is why, gjven their already noted empirical conditions, he 

claimed that they were analytic. The short answer is that. as practical, they are analytic 

only "as tar as volition is concerned." From this point of vtew. which is that of the 

Tunmcrmann (2007>. 70). who remarks that, "It" not the purpose of • hypothencal or any other kind of 
imperaove to 'leave us opnom.' " 

"' !Unt cha= hypothencal unperative. >S analync at GMS 4: 4: 417n-18 1_ 419,__.; 419,.__10 

"' Tim "bas1cal1v the Vl<W of Beck (1960. H7) . 
.. 1 Thcry- become .cornnund3 wh~n expreued in the impentival mood, e.g., "x" or "Do x. ·· 
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age-nt may haveH And since this end is the source of their necessitation, hypothetical 

unperatives have a particularity that is lacking in categorical imperatives such as "Do 

not lie." All things considered, then, it does not seem necessary, or even particularly 

useful. to attribute a generic hypothetical imperative to Kant. To be sure, both Kant"s 

own GP and its variant GP1 are single and this may be what Hill and others who 

believe in a generic hypothetical have in mind; but, as I have argued above, neither is 

an imperative. 

III 

W<? hav<? seen that at the basis ofKant's account of rational agency is the thesis that the 

defining feature of rational agents is that, unlike every non-rational being, such agents 

act according to their representation of laws, understood as objective practical princi

ples. rather than merely according to laws (of nature). We also saw that, in the case of 

finite rational agents. who do not automatically follow the course of action dictated by 

reason (what is objectively necessary is subjectively conringent), this representation of 

law imposes a necessitation or constraint on the will of the agent, which, since it stems 

from the agent's representation of the law rather than the law itself and, as such, 

involves an act of taking or incorporation on the part of the agent, is to be distinguished 

from a causal necessity. Finally. we saw that for such agents this constraint or necessita

tion takes the form of an imperative, from which Kant concludes that to account for 

the possibility of an imperative is to explain the grounds of this constraint. 

Kant found no difficulty in accounting for the possibility of hypothetical impera

tives. since the source of their necessitation can be traced to an agent's volition of an 

end. Since A wills E and knows (or believes) that M is a necessary condition forE and 

M is in A's power, A must take itself to be necessitated to will M, which, again, is to be 

disringuished from being causally determined to M. By contrast. the great difficulty in 

accounting for the possibility of a categorical imperative (if there is one) stems from the 

fact that. ex hypothesi, there is no presupposed end upon which the necessitation it 

expresses could be based. And by applying his analytic-synthetic distinction to the 

contrast between the two types of imperative, Kant claimed that, while a hypothetical 

imperative is "an analytic-practical proposition" (GMS 4: 4194-5), a categorical imper

anve would be "a synthetic-practical proposition a priori" (GMS 4: 420 14). As Kant puts 

the issue in a note intended to explain the latter claim, 

I connect the deed with the will a priori, without a presupposed condttion from any inclination, 

therefore necessarily (though only objectively. i.e., under the idea of a reason, which would have 

complete control over all subjective motives [Bewe~ursarhen]). This is therefore a practical 

4 " ·me ')CC.ond objection against a genenc hypothcttc.l.l imperative corresponding to the categorical 
tmp<n<tve ha.s been rrude 1n somewh>t different forms by P•mg (1'166, 251 -52) •nd McCarthy ( 1979. 
3Wr-·-R7) Th~ wnttn wen~ not, however. responding to Hill. smcc Pat7ig\ paper was published ~ven yea~ 
before the uuual pubhc.ation of Hill's, while McCanhy nukes no reference to Hill. 
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the issue of the synthetic a priori narure of the categorical imperative in the context of its 

deducnon. he indicates that the comparison with the way in which theoretical judg

ments relate concepts to inruitions is only rough or approximate rather than precise, 

which suggests that Kant is offering an analogy rather than a strict equivalence between 

the theoretical and the practical synthetic a priori47 

We shall revisit the question of the synthetic a priori starus of both the categorical 

imperative and the moral law in connection with the analysis of their deductions, but 

the point that I wish to emphasize at present is that the issue with which Kant is here 

concerned, nan1ely. the peculiar difficulties involved in accounting for the possibility of 

a categorical imperative, can be readily understood without reference to the problem 

of the synthetic a priori. Simply put, the task is to account for the possibility of a 

constraint on the "'ill that is not a function of some presupposed end or object of 

volition. This is essential because, if Kant has shown anything in the portion of the text 

considered so tar in this chapter, it is that any end-conditioned constraint could yield 

merdy a hypothetical imperative. Otherwise expressed, if there is a categorical imper

ative. it must be one in which its imperatival starus is not grounded in some pre

supposed end. 

A further complication and potential source of confusion in Kant's explanatory note 

is his elliptical and parenthetical reminder of the fact that finite rational beings such as 

ourselves "have no such pertect wilL" The statement itself is non-problematic, since 

we presumably already know that a perfect will or, more precisely, a pertectly rational 

\'<ill, would be one for which what is objectively necessary is also subjectively neces

sary. because there are no sensuous impulses to interfere with the dictates of reason and 

that this does not apply to beings like ourselves. What is problematic, or at least 

puzzling, is tile point of this reminder, particularly since it is located in a sentence, 

the mam point of which is presumably to show why a categorical imperative does not, 

like a hvpothetical imperative. "derive the volition of an action analytically from 

another volition already presupposed'' Kant's syntax suggests that the point is that if, 
per impossibile. we had such a perfect will. a categorical imperative would be analytic. 48 

Clearly. however. this cannot be what Kant meant, since we have seen tilat tor beings 

with such a will there could be no imperatives. The point rather seems to be that for a 

pertect will the connection between its volition and the course of action, which for 

fume rational agents is required by a categorical imperative. would be analytic. In other 

words. it is an analytic truth that a pertect will would do whatever the moral law 

requires. because the iliought of its failure to do so contradicts the concept of such a 

will. 49 And from this it evidently follows that. lacking a perfect will, finite rational 

, .. '><:e GM"> 4: 454,,. 19. 

'" ThiS" rnnmt«:ont ofbut dUtina from Kant's larcr claim thar. "[I]ffrcedom of me will IS presupposed. 
monln:v. rogcrhcr W1ID "' pnnCJple foUows from n. through mer< analysis ofiB concept" (GMS 4: 447,._9 ), 

whtch I have dubbed me ''the reciprOCity thesis ... I shall dtscus< IDIS thests m Chaprer 10. 
,~J Thn. doe~ not: mean, however-. dut the moral bw IS u:seJLmalync. This is an important issue that I shaH 

rne up m Chapter If!. 
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principle could determine this will such that it would be deemed unconditionally good 

from the standpoint of an enlightened common rational moral cognition. The first step 

was to show that it must be determined by respect for law; but since it was further 

argued that no particular law could furnish the principle of a will governed by respect 

for law, nothing remained as its determining ground except the conformity of its 

actions with universal law as such. Consequently, this conformity was claimed to be the 

principle governing the volition of an unconditionally good will, which Kant glossed 

as the principle: "I ought never to <Ut except in such a way that I could also will that my maxim 

should become a universal law" (4: 4027_9). 

We also saw, however, that a problem was posed by this gloss, since it appeared to 

involve an unexplained and seemingly unwarranted move from the apparently vacuous 

requirement to conform one's actions to universal law as such, that is, to law qua law, 

to a supposedly contentful prescription. This raised the specter of a gap that threatened 

to undermine Kant's derivation of the supreme principle of morality by means of his 

motivational analysis. 

The proposed response to this worty over gappiness turned on two points. One was 

an appeal to the motivational nature of Kant's analysis, which appears to have been 

ignored by the critics who raised the gappiness objection. The basic point was that the 

actions of an absolutely good will must not only conform to universal law as such, they 

must also be performed or, better, their underlying maxims adopted, because they 

conformed, which means that such conformity must provide the reason for adopting, 

or at least a sufficient reason tor rejecting, maxims that fail to conform to universal law 

as suchs2 Otherwise, the conformity would be a purely contingent matter, having no 

moral import. 

The other was that the idea of conformity to universal law is not itself a prescription 

(in which case it would be vacuous), but is a description of the principle governing the 

volitions of a will considered as good without limitation. Prescriptivity, it was argued, 

only enters the stoty when this idea is connected with the will of a finite rational agent 

equipped with maxims embodying its own non-moral interests, and it consists in the 

requirement that all such agents incorporate the principle of conformity to universal 

law as such into their maxims as the supreme limiting condition of their adoption. On 

this reading, there is no fatal gap in Kant's argument and no derivation of a contentful 

principle from a vacuous one, because the content is provided by the agent's pre-given 

maximS. 

Since the derivation of the categorical imperative in GMS 2 is based on an analysis of 

the concept of such an imperative rather than that of a good will, the course of 

the argument cannot be precisely the same. Thus, we cannot attempt to remove the 

gappmess. wluch still seems to lie in the move from the requirement to conform to 

)l W ~ h~ve ~en that conformity co univeruJ law is not, of itself, a sufficient reason to adopt non
obhgatory but pcnniuibk maxims. Lack of such conformity is, however, a sufficient condition for rejecting 
\och maXJms. 





som<"thing nt"w is inteJjected into the discussion. This is the ubiquitous Kantian 

distinction bt"tween form and matter, which is here applit"d both to practical laws 

and tht" maxims that are tt"sted in light of these laws. I maintain that this distinction is 

ht"n' usc:d. ev<"n though it is not mentioned, because it provides the vehicle by means of 

which Kant concludes that something significant remains when one removes all 

determinate content or matter from the concept of a law, namely, its form, which is 

simply the thought oflawfulness as such. 54 Moreover, this thought reduces to univer

sality because that is the property common to every law (theoretical or practical. 

descriptive or prescriptive. empirical or a prion) and therefore what alone remains. if 
one abstracts from the matter or content of a law. 

Kant's underlying and deeply controversial assumption is that the mere form of a 

principle, apart from its matter, can be normative, that is legislative, indeed for this very 

matterss In order to understand this assumption. which is the key to Kant's derivation 

of the categorical imperative from the concept of such an imperative, it is useful 

to consider it in light of the form-matter distinction as it is operative in the "critical 

philosophy" as a ,.,-hole. But since this is a large topic, the full treattnent of which 

would require a book in its own right, I can here merely provide a brief sketch of 

what I take to be the basic elements of Kant's views6 

In essential agreement with the Aristotelian tradition, Kant defmed matter as the 

''detemlinable in general" [das &stimmbare uberhaupt] and form as its "determination" 

[&stimmung] (KrV A266/B322)s7 A5 Kant recognized. this definition gives matter a 

logical priority over form, since the concept of form is applicable only when there is 

something to be formed, that is, a matter. But while not denying this conceptual point, 

Kant radically transforms the traditional understanding of their relation by considering 

it in light of his qualitative separation of sensibility and understanding. On Kant's view, 

this separation leads to a transformation of the traditional understanding of the matter

form relation, at least with respect to cognition, because he maintained that this 

relation is to be found in the domain of each of these cognitive faculties and that in 

each case it assumes the form of the relation between something conditioned (the 

matter) to its condition (the form). 58 Thus, there are forms of sensibility (space and 

').4 K.mt o;et the sug:e for thi'i earlier in GMS 2, when he remarks that a categorical, in contr.ut to a 
hypo<het~al •mpenciv<. concerns me fonn ramer man me matter of an action (MS 4: 41610_ 11). 

" In me second Critique, K=t refers to me LawgiVing or legislative [gese<zgebendeJ form of maxims (KpV 5: 
2!1: 162). Again. I am assuming that"'" applies to all practial principles, not Slffiply to maxims. 

-=.,:, For a sy..ull1.2ltic .and cnuc..a] treatment of the topic, see Pippin (1982; 
57 These definnions are conuined in the chapter on me "Amphiboly of Concepts ofReflecnon." which is 

pnnurily directed agamst Leibmzi.m intellectualism. Here matter and form arc~ regarded as one of four 
c.oncept-p;u...-.. the others bemg idenuty and difference. agreement and opposition. inner and outer, which 
suppos-edly undnhe 3.11 reflection. dut is. acts of comparison by the understanding. In his account. Kant seems 
to pnvdege [he matter-form contrast. '\Uting dut these concepts .. ground aU other reftecoon. so inseparably 
...., <hey bound up With every use of me understanding" (KrV A266/B322). 

"' Kane appears to numum in his disctmion of <he "Amphiboly of Concepts of Reflection" mat, if. like 
bndt ILibruz md I..Ax:ke. one &ils tn reCOji;Jllze <he radial distmction between sensibility and understanding as 
cogJntrv-: fx.ulo,.... one 15 unavoidably lrci to equate rruttcr with the \emible content of experience and form 





p~ripoon from a vacuous principle, which, as we have seen, was precisely the 

objection he raised against the Wolffian procedure. Instead, he is formulating the 

only possible categorical imperative on the basis of a prior analysis of the concept of 

such an imperative, which showed that this concept contained nothing more than the 

bare- ide-a of confonnity to universal law as such. And, of course, the concept of an 

imperative- is not itself an imperative, which is to say it is not prescriptive. 

As we have already seen. in order to generate an imperative from this idea, it is 

ne-ce-ssary to provide an addre-ssee, more specifically, a finite rational agent equipped 

"'ith ma.xims e:.."Pressing the agent's subjective ends and interests. As was the case in the 

tirst de-rivation. these maxims provide the content that is subjected in the imperative to 

the- confonnity to universal law as such principle. The difference is that, in the first case, 

the result was arrived at by reflection on w hJ t could motivate a will that was 

unconditionally good; while here it is reached by means of an analysis of what could 

be commanded unconditionally. But we should not be surprised to find that for 

Kant the-se come to much the same thing; for only something that is unconditionally 

required could motivate (be the determining ground of) a will that was un

conditionally good and, conversely, only a will whose detennining ground was an 

unconditionally binding law could be deemed unconditionally good. 

The contrast between the concept of a categorical imperative and the imperative 

Itself is best approached in terms of the previously considered conception of a formula. 

We have seen that Kant defines imperatives (including both the categorical and 

hypothetical varieties) as "formulas expressing the relation of objective laws of volition 

in general to the v,ill of this or that rational being, e.g., to the human will" (GMS 4: 

·tl48-11), from which it was concluded that an imperative does not differ from a 

practical law or objective principle of reason in its content but, rather, in its mood or 

illocutionary force. Assuming that, in the case of the categorical imperative, the 

practical law or objective principle of reason, which we have seen is a descriptive 

rather than a prescriptive principle, is confonnity to universal law as such, then "Act 

ooly according to that maxim through which you can at the same time will that it become a 

univtTSai law" may be seen as its formula, since it expresses the relation between the 

law and the will of a finite rational agent equipped with its maxims based on the agent's 

private interests. 

It seems evident that the term "formula" should here be taken in its mathematical 

sense. where it serves as a rule for solving a problem. The problem is to explain how 

the law applie<; to a fimte rational agent and the answer is in the form of the categorical 

imperative, as specified above. In other words, the way in which such an agent 

conforms to this law is by acting only according to maxims which the agent could 

at the o;ame time will to be universal laws. Still otherwise expressed, the maxims of such 

an agent conform to universal law just in case the agent can also will these maxims as 

universal laws. This is the function of the qualifier "at the same time" (zugleich), which 

make<> tt clear that what is at ,take is the compatibility of the content of an agent's actual 

maxmt with the thought of the same maxim as a universal law. 
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The Universal Law (FUL) and the 
Law ofNature (FLN) 

The previous chapter began with a consideration of Kant's characterization of 

rational agency as a capacity to act according to the representation of laws or on 

principles and culminated in an analysis of Kant's derivation of the content of the 

categorical imperative (FUL) from an analysis of the concept of such an imperative. 

The present chapter commences at the point at which the previous one ended and is 

concerned with three topics: (1) the move from FUL to FLN, (2) Kant's account of the 

application of FLN to examples of the various types of duty, (3) an analysis of 

the numerous counter-examples, both false positives and false negatives, which have 

been alleged in the literature to arise regarding the application of FLN to the case of 

false promising. Although each of Kant's illustrations of the application of FLN has 

been subject to a host of criticisms, I shall focus mainly on those to false promising, 

because it is presented by Kant as a violation of a perfect duty to others, which is 

arguablv the most fundamental type of duty, since it concerns claims of justice and 

right. 

In the two paragraphs immediately following the formulation of the categorical 

imperative, Kant makes two important claims that underlie much of the controversy 

surrounding his account of this imperative, not only in GMS 2, but in his moral theory 

as a whole. The first is the claim that. 

(l]f from this single imperative all imperatives of duty can be derived [abgelritet] as from 

thetr pnnciple, then even though it remains undecided whether what we call duty i.s as 

such an empty concept we can at least designate what we think thereby and what this concept 

means. (GMS 4: 421.,_ 11) 

The crucial interpretive issue here is the meaning of"abgeleitet." Does Kant mean by 

this that the test of his formulation, if not the reality, of the categorical imperative, 15 

whether it can be shown to be the source of all (or even a significant subset) of 

generally recognized dutieo;, or does he have something weaker in mind? Although 





and he equates these schemata with "transcendental determinations of time," that is, 

Wlth umversal formal features of things and events qua tempotal. I have argued 

elsewhere that these schemata may be regarded as translations into tempotal terms of 

the rules thought in a purely intellectual manner in the pure concepts of the under
standing:' 

As Kant points out, the possibility of "pure practical judgment," that is, judgment 

involving the subsumption of cases under the categorical imperative, cannot be 

accounted for in the same way as the theoretical judgments involving the application 

of the categories to objects of possible experience. Since this imperative is a product of 

reason rather than the understanding, which, as such, cannot be brought into an 

analogom relation to the 'ensibly given, a strict parallel to the solution proposed hy 

the doctrine of the schematism in the first Critique is not available. Nevertheless, 

masmuch as it embodies the key idea of universality, Kant suggests that the concept 

of a natutallaw can serve as a "type" [Typus] or model (as opposed to a schema) for the 

imperative (KpV 5: 69; 196). In other words, in spite of its radically different genealo

gy. for purposes of practical judgment, we can consider a universalized maxim as if it 
were a law ofnarure and by this means judge its conformity (orlack thereof) with the 

imperative 4 Indeed, according to Kant, not only can we do this, we must, if we are to 

apply the mota! law to particular cases; for this is the only way in which we can bring 

the law, as a product of pure practical reason, to bear on such cases. Moreover. 

Kant notes that this yields the following rule of judgment: "Ask yourself whether, 

if the action you propose were to take place by a law of narure of which you 

yourself were a part, you could indeed regard it as possible through your will" 
(KpV 5: 69; 196). 

Although it takes the form of a rule of practical judgment rather than an imperative. 

this is logically equivalent to FLN in GMS. In both cases, the operative question is 

whether a proposed course of action is one that an agent could endorse as a law of a 

narure of which the agent is a part, with the idea of being a law of narure expressing 

the un..iversalizability requirement built into the categorical imperative. Kant further 

claims that "Evetyone does, in fact, appraise actions as morally good or evil by 

this rule"; and he endeavors to illustrate this by appealing to three of the four 

examples used in GMS 2. In each case, one is supposed to ask, "if you belonged to 

such an order of things [one which allowed deception when it was believed to be 

to one's advantage, shortening one's life when one is weaty of it, and complete 

indifference to the needs of others] would you be in it with the assent of your will?" 

(KpV 5: f>9; 1%). 

' '>ee Alh>On (2f~J4. 21J2-2l!). 
" Although K.1nt refer;. to the monl Law r.nher than the categorical imperative in the "Typic," presumably 

1n order to ~ccentu<~te the parallehsm with laW'i of nature, his formulation of the moral law in the second 
Cnra.qw. referred to as the "fundamental L.aw of Pure Practical Reason." is actuaJly of the categoricaJ 
•mper:<tl,e. S<oe (KpV 5: 30: IM). We 'hall return to the que>tion of the relationship between the moral 
bw .md the a.tegoncal imperat1ve m connection with the analysts of the argument of GMS 3. 
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(except in extreme circumstances) to perform a particular act This is because it is one 

thing to show that a maxim of non-beneficence cannot be willed without contradic

tion as a univer.;allaw of nature and quite another to show that we have a duty to adopt 

a ma.xirn of beneficence. Since these are contraries rather than contradictories, the 

denial of the former does not entail the affirmation of the latter.6 Accordingly, any set 

of duties that could be derived from FLN would be remarkably thin and uninteresting. 

In tact. when Kant does attempt to derive a system of duties in the Doctrine of Virtue, 

FLN does not appear and universalizability is assigned a very limited role, entering 

directly only into the derivation of the duty ofbeneficence.7 

Accordingly. in spite of the ambiguity of the text, I believe that these considerations, 

taken together with the analyses in the preceding two chapters of Kant's actual 

derivations of the categorical imperative, strongly suggest that FLN is best seen as a 

test of moral permissibility, which, as such, has only an indirect bearing on the 

detennination of specific duties. 8 But though this appears to be the standard reading 

it calls for some defense. since it has not gone unchallenged. In fact, it has been argued 

both that this reading is too strong and that it is too weak. 

Prominent among those who take the former view are Barbara Herman and Mark 

Timmons. Appealing largely to the notorious counter-examples to Kant's account of 

the universalization process (to be discussed in the third patt of this chapter) and the 

closely associated problem of detennining the proper description of the maxim to be 

subjected to this procedure. they (and others) have concluded that the latter is not 

capable of serving as a viable test for permissibility, not to mention for the derivation of 

duties. But still interested in finding work for FUL or FLN, they have constructed 

" 5ee Wood (1999. 100). who argues rhis point ag;unst Herman. 
5ee MS 6: 452-54:571-73. 

• Smce Kant refe" to the uruve=lizability requirement as the "canon of moral judgment" (GMS 4: 4243), 

the point could also be made in tenns of contrast between a canon and an organon to which Kant appeals in 
the fmr Crirrq~. Although Kant does not offer a formal definition of"organon:· the way in which he uses 
the term indicate-; that he understood it in the classical sense as a tool or instrument for the acquisition of 
knowledge. whtch tn this case mearu synthetic a priori knowledge. Thus. he states that an organon of pure 
n:ason. as.5ummg that one is possible. ·'would be a sum-total of those principles in accordance with which all 
pure" pncn cogmnon• can be acqUired and actually brought about" (KrV A II /B25). In the same context. he 
ili.o remarls that a crioque of pure reason is "a preparation, if possible, for an organon, and, if this cannot be 
.Kcomplished.. then at least tOr a canon. in accordance with which the complete system of the philosophy of 
pure re;oson ... can .. at lea.<t some day be exhibited" (KrV A 12/826). And later. explicitly concrasting an 
C>JganOn Wlth a canon. he state\ that "general logic. which i• merely a canon for judging, has been used as if it 
we~ m organon for the actual production of at least the semblance of objective assertions, and thus m fact it 
has thereby been mt<med" (KrV A61/BRS). Finally, at the beginnmg of his chapter on "The canon of pure 
re»on." lunt stat"' that. "The greatest and perhaps only unhty of all philosophy of pure reason IS ... only 
neganve. namely that It does not serve for expanSlon, as an organon, but ra.ther. as a dtsapline, serves for a 
detenrunarion of the boundaries. and instead of discovering truth it has only the stlent merit of guarding 
~n<t erron" (KrV A 795/8823). These texts suggest that, even though !Unt's distinction between canon 
.md ~on 15 not completely frrm. providing a canon is alwa-r> conceived as a more modest task than 
mpplymg an organon. For a disc1..1S51on of the different senses that Kant a.ssigru to the tc'nn "canon." ~e 
Wood (2fJOtl. 71-72). 
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on "assaults on the freedom and property of others" (GMS 4: 4303-4), which includes 

but is much broader than Kant's own example of a lying promise to repay a debt and an 

impedect duty of beneficence. 15 Finally, by appealing to subjective universality as 

a constitutive feature of practical judgments, Engstrom argues for the equivalence of 

the first and second formulations. 

Since I intend to take up some of the issues posed by Engstrom's analysis below in 

connection with a discussion ofKant's examples, I shall not comment further on them 

at this point. For the present, it must suffice to note that my disagreement with 

Engstrom is more methodological than substantive. More specifically, while I agree 

with his core contention that the categorical imperative involves both types of 

umversality, I do not believe that FLN, considered in its own terms, involves the 

subjective side of universality as he understands it. 16 To be sure, the latter could be 

read into it, if it is interpreted in light of what comes later in GMS 2 or what Kant says 

about the categorical imperative elsewhere; but I believe that this approach does not 

accord "';th the methodology of GMS 2, where. as already noted, I view Kant as 

attempting to provide the complete construction of the concept of the categorical 

imperative by means of a series of progressively deeper reflections on the nature of 

rational agency. 

II 

Kant's statement of FLN is followed by an "enumeration [herziihlen] of some duties," 

which are presented according to what he describes as the usual classification of duties 

to ourselves and to other human beings and perfect and imperfect duties (GMS 4: 

421 21 _23). As he indicates in a note attached to this passage, Kant proposes to reserve a 

systematic taxonomy of duties for a future metaphysics of morals. Accordingly, the 

present division is considered merely discretionary [beliebig], that is, as a convenient 

device for ordering his examples. In the same note, Kant states that he understands by a 

perfect duty one which "permits no exception to the advantage of inclination" and 

that his division, which he does not attempt to defend, differs from that of the schools 

in that it includes perfect internal as well as external duties (GMS 4: 421n31 _38)l7 

Afier concluding his enumeration, Kant further remarks that maxims of actions that 

,;olate perfect or smct duties are such that they cannot even be thought without 

" See Eng>trom (21!09. esp. 174-75 n?. 1H&-215). 
If, My d.i~~emc::nt with En~trom and O'Neill. whose account his closely mirrors, is epitomized in the 

dt~nctJon I shaD dnw between an inter-subjective and an mtra-subjective univers.ality, whJCh differs from 
En~uom · "S. contr~t lxtween an objective and a subjective univcrs.ality. We shall see that this diS<lgreementts 
c)..-.J§C)y related to the weight (or lack thereof) that we assign co fLN m applying the categorical imperative. 

,-: Although he does not c.JI auentlon to the fact, Kant's taxonomy also ffiffen from the tnditional one in 
not recogmzmg any dune-; to \ft>d. Th" 15 pomted out by Timmermann (2007a, 79). 





.lhove-mentioned principle of self-love could become a universal law of narure. And 

the answer Kant provides is that, 

One soon sees that a nature whose law it was to destroy life through the same sensation 
[Empfindung) whose proper function (&stimmung) is to impel the furtherance of life would 
contradict itself, and thus could not subsist as nature; hence that maxim could not possibly hold 
as a universal law of nature and, consequently, entirely contradicts the supreme principle of 
.ill dutv. (GMS 4: 4227_,.) 

One of the few truly non-contentious claims in Kant scholarship and interpretation 

is that this argument is unsuccessful. Indeed, even Paton, who emphasized the central

ity of teleological considerations to Kant's ethics, acknowledged that this is the weakest 

of Kant's arguments. 20 Moreover, we shall see, when discussing Kant's treatment of 

suicide under FH. that it also differs markedly from his analysis of it elsewhere. Setting 

that aside for the present. however. there are at least four major difficulties with this 

argument. First, since the law that would arise from the universalization of the maxim is 

teleological, the suicide case differs from Kant's other examples in that it cannot be 

mtelligibly formulated in terms ofFUL, which is presumably why commentators who 

gloss over the distinction between FUL and FLN can find virrually nothing to say 

about it. Second, without totally eschewing teleology, one might question the neces

sity of regarding the furtherance (or even the preservation) of life as narure's purpose 

in equipping humankind and other animal species with an instinct of self-love. 

Admittedly, such a view seems reasonable on the strong teleological assumption that 

every organ, faculty, etc., has a determinate purpose; and we have seen that Kant 

espouses this assumption in GMS 1 and elsewhere. Nevertheless, it seems odd that 

such a strong assumption would be required to determine the impermissibility of taking 

one's life under the conditions described. Third, even assuming that the enhancement 

oflife is the purpose underlying the instinct of self-love, it remains unclear why this fact 

should enter into the considerations of someone contemplating the morality of suicide. 

Unlike the other examples, the end at issue here is nature's not the agent's, which 

mv1tes the question: why should an agent, particularly one in the dismal psychological 

~'J Paton ( 1958. 154). Paton ·s general thesis is that the laws of nature with which Kant is concerned in his 
.Jccoum of FLN are m each case teleologJca.l rather than causaJ laws. This is because the maxims under 
con'\Jderation .ue maxuru of acnon and action, as such. is essentially purposive. Accordingly, the test on 
Paton\ reailing is whether a g.ven !lUXlm harmonizes with a systematic harmony of ends (op. cit., 150-51). It 
d.oe1 not foUow. how~ver. &om the fact that action IS purpostve either that the putative laws in question must 
be tdeologu:.:u or that FLN <hould be viewed as tesong for a harmony of ends. With regard to the first point. 
unless one >SSwne< that >IIJ"Ychol<>glC.lllaws are rcleologia.l. there is no difficulty m regarding rhe laws .r 
wue . .:u leasr m the second and founh example. as srr.ughtforwardly ausal laws of human behav10r. 
Adnunedly. the mu.:mon u complicated by the fact rhat Kant demes the possibility of J"YChologia.l laws: 
but that ~ not affect the present issue, since what is involved IS merdy a thought experiment in which one 
cOilSlden a certain pnnctple ofbehav1or"' if it were a law of nature. With regard rhe second point. we shall 
~e 1n Ch.apt.n-9 that the nooon of a systematic hannony ot'ends is operative in connection with the tOnnula 
.,.·a realm of ends (FRE) rather than FLN. 





One of the major questions posed by Kant's examples is the nature of the contra

diction that supposedly emerges when an impermissible maxim is regarded as a 

universal law of nature. We have seen that the alleged contradiction in the universali

zation of the suicide maxim is best described as teleological, since it is not logical and 

seems to involve violating a teleological rather than a causal law. In the present case, 

however, which, like the suicide example, supposedly involves a contradiction in 

conception, that is, in the mere conception of the maxim as a universal law of nature, 

it does seem possible to speak of a logical contradiction. Such a contradiction would 

consist in willing both a and not-a at the same time. Applying this schema to ta.Ise 

promising, it would mean willing both that there are promises (since one intends to 

profit by making one) and that there would not be promises (since a promise that no 

one would believe would not count as a promise).23 Clearly, in order to generate the 

contradiction, it must be assumed that the promisee is aware of the "law" regarding the 

making of promises without the intention of keeping them; otherwise the no one 

would believe them condition would not obtain. 

In the more recent literature, however, an alternative interpretation of the contra

diction has emerged and gained fairly wide acceptance. This has been termed by 

Korsgaard, who is its most explicit, but by no means its only advocate, "the practical 

contraction interpretation. "24 The contraction is practical because it involves a contra

diction berween an agent's end in making false promises (profiting from them) and the 

state of affiirs that would result if this were made into a human law of human nature 

(the end could not be attained because promises would not be believed). Like the 

logical contradiction interpretation, this depends crucially on the assumption that the 

promisees are aware of the "law" and for that reason promises would no longer be 

believed. The key difference is that, rather than simply rendering impossible the 

institution of promising, what it renders unattainable is the agent's end in adopting 

the maxim. This would yield a genuine contradiction (of a practical sort) because the 

agent would be willing both the end and a state of affairs that would make it 

unattainable. 

Although the textual evidence is ambiguous, I think that several considerations 

speak in favor of the practical contradiction interpretation. First, it better accords 

with the way in which the issue is posed, namely, as one in which an agent with a 

particular end in view (in this case acquiring needed funds) is reflecting on the 

perrnissibiliry or moral possibiliry of using certain means (making a lying promise to 

repay a loan) in order to attain that end. And the agent's question is whether he could, 

:!.3 See Ko"g>Md (1996. 81-82) and Wood (1999, 87-89). Defender; of thiS reading include Kemp (1969. 
236---38)_ For <1 modified ven.ion of the logic.al contndiction reading, which he refers to as the "Causal-Law 
Theory.·· and wh1ch he offen in r~nse to an early ver.aon of what has subsequently come to be termed the 
··pn.ctical contradiction interpretaoon" by Onora O'Neill, sec Timmons (1984). A distinctive feature of 
Ttmmons' reading L\ that the logical impossibility characterizes the system of nature as a whole, considered as 
.a cau.W syuem. 

2-4 Kongaard (1996, 92~94). 
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favorable circumstances, a nature could subsist in which human beings devoted all their 

energies to enjoyment. Accordingly. the question becomes why one could not will 

such a seemingly blissful state of affairs as a universal law of nature. which, Kant 

suggests, might take the form of an instinct implanted in us by nature. Kant's answer 

is that such a volition is impossible because "as a rational being he [the hypothetical 

agent contemplating adopting a maxim of neglecting his talents or capacities] neces

sarily wills that all the capacities in him should be developed, because they are useful 

and given to him for all kinds of possible aims" (GMS 4: 423n_16). 

lt seems possible to distinguish two lines of argument at work in Kant's treatment of 

this example. One, which is largely implicit, is teleological in nature and points to a 

parallel with the argument for the prohibition of suicide. This line of argument is 

suggested by Kant's characterization of the talents or capacities that the slothfully 

inclined individual does not want to bother cultivating as "fortunate natural predis

positions" [gliii:klichen Naturanlagen J or, as he also terms them, echoing the introductory 

account of a good will, "gifts of nature." By emphasizing nature as the source of these 

gifts. one might tease out a teleological contradiction analogous to the one to which 

Kant appealed in his discussion of suicide. The difference would be that, as a violation 

of a merely imperfect duty, slothfulness would involve ignoring rather than 

acting directly against something given to us by nature, which would explain why 

it could be conceived, if not willed, without contradiction as a universal law of 

nature. But, in addition to being based on strong and highly questionable teleological 

assumptions, a difficulty which it shares with the anti-suicide argument, this reading 

leaves it unclear why a maxim of slothfulness could not be willed as a universal law 

of nature. 27 

The other, which appears to be the dominant line of argument, appeals to a practical 

rather than a teleological contradiction. As such, it avoids, or at least mitigates, these 

difficulties, though it runs into problems of its own. The main problem on this reading 

is to avoid reducing it to a matter of prudence, involving a violation of merely a 

hypothetical rather than the categorical imperative. After all, unless one is fortunate 

enough to live in a South Seas paradise (and perhaps even then) it would seem only 

prudent to develop at least some of one's capacities in order to be able to deal with 

future contingencies. Thus, prudentially construed, the argument would be that a 

maxim of neglecting to develop one's capacities in order to maximize the agreeableness 

of one's present condition might be seen as a case of willing an end (an agreeable life) 

n Th< u:l<olog.c.J dimonsoon ofKant"s argument is emphasized by Timmermann (2007a, 8H4), thou!(h 
by rd'eni.ng to Kmt"s criuque of Baumgarten ·s cltim that the perfection of one's talents is a duty to oneself 
(MPC 27: 3ti}-f>4; 140). he ilio argues that Kant changed hos view on the matter in GMS. At mo<t, however. 
Kant·\ cntK.sm applies to Baumgarten's argument for the development of particular taJents and not of the 
capaatia of which Kant also speaks in GMS. In this respect. Kant's argument is not directed so much at 
Baumg;men ·, cbim that we have such duties, as it is agamst the perfectionist reasoning on the b2Sis of which 
Bau~ ~ for them. lnstad, Kant sui'.I(CSIS that such duties are !(rOunded in the essential ends of 
humanny. which mt1ctpatC'i the argument of FJ I 
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is mt"rdy unwilling to contribute to their welfare when they are in need. Kant points 

out that tht"re is no contradiction in conceiving such a Denkungsart as a law of (human) 

ruture. since the human race could still subsist. Indeed, with some rather heavy-handed 

irony. he suggests that such a state of affairs would be preferable to one in which people 

constantly chatter about benevolent actions, even occasionally perform them, but also 

cheat when possible, steal. or otherwise infringe on human rights. Nevertheless, Kant 

denit"s that one could will that such a principle hold as a universal law of nature: 

For a will that resolved upon this would be in contradiction with itself, since many cases could 

arue in which he [the agent entertaining this Denkur~gsart] needs the love and sympathetic 

parocipation of other.; and where. through such a law of nature arising from his own will, he 

would rob himself of all hope of the assistance that he wishes for himself (GMS 4: 42331 _35) 

Like the previous example, this one rests crucially on the assumption that there are 

some ends that a finite rational agent cannot abandon because they belong essentially to 

the will. Otherwise, it would be open to an agent to reject any offer of assistance from 

others on the grounds that he places ultimate value on his independence, for the sake of 

which he is willing to sacrifice any potential benefits that could only be attained with 

the help of others. The rejoinder is that among the ends of a finite rational agent that 

require the aid of others to attain or preserve, are some that, at least under some 

circumstances. an agent cannot abandon without abandoning necessary conditions for 

the preservation and enhancement of his agency: for example, basic sustenance. 

Accordingly. if this Denkungsart is regarded as a universal law, it would yield a practical 

contradiction in the will of the agent, since such an agent would be committed to 

'Willing at the same time both that no one help those in need and that others be willing 

to help him when he is in dire need. Indeed, it might be argued that even the would-be 

Stoic stands in need of at least the negative assistance of others (being left alone), which 

is a direct consequence of our social nature. Once again, however, the most that 

this line of argument can show is that it is morally impermissible to adopt a policy of 

non-beneficence, not that we have a positive duty of beneficence. 

III 

Although all four of Kant's illustrations of the application of FLN are deeply contro

versial and have been and continue to be the subject of heated criticism from a variety 

of perspectives. the case of false promising has shown itself to be particularly susceptible 

to the perennially popular philosophical move of refutation by counter-example. And 

'ince these counter-examples call into question not merely the particular case of false 

promismg, but Kant's analysis of the whole category of perfect duties to others, which 

li~ at the heart of any deontic moral theory, they threaten the viability of the 

categorical imperative, at least in the form of FLN. For this reason, then. I shall 

devote the remainder of this chapter to a consideration of representative sample of 
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promises to repay loans, at least not on Tuesdays in August. In response it might be 

argued that this assumes that poor Flitcrafi is aware of this law, since if he were 

not. he would have no reason not to continue lending. This is true, but beside the 

point; for it overlooks the already noted fact that the thought experiment assumes from 

the beginning that all those involved, including the promisee, are aware of this law. 

The second and more intractable problem concerns precisely what is to be tested for 

its universalizability. As many have pointed out, the same course of action, say telling a 

lie or making a false promise. could fall under a variety of descriptions, some of which 

allow for and others appear to exclude universalization. Accordingly, it seems that 

the results of applying FLN depend crucially on which description is chosen and there 

is therefore need for some procedure, which Kant allegedly does not supply. to 

determine which description. is appropriate in each case. To cite Ross' example. an 

act of lying to a would-be murderer might be described, among other ways. simplv 

as telling a lie, telling a lie to a would-be murderer in order to save a life, or doing what 

circumstances require to save a life. In the first case it would clearly fail the universaliz

ability test; while in the second and thitd it would arguably pass34 

I shall return to this issue below in connection with a consideration of some false 

negatives. For the present. I wish merely to underscore the point that FLN is conceived 

by Kant as a test of the permissibility of maxims and concerns the maxim on the basis of 

which an agent is actually contemplating a course of action. not, as Ross seems to have 

assumed. an action or even, as Wood intimates. an intention, which is more particular 

than a maxim. Thus, returning to Wood's example, his hypothetical agent's specific 

intention in making a deceitful promise may have been merely to obtain surreptitiously 

a certain sum from a particular individual (selected as the victim); but this is quite 

distinct from the maxim or general policy of which the former is an expression35 

Presumably. the maxim, which provides a subjective justification for the agent's 

endeavor to realize his particular intention, would be something like: "Whenever 

I am need of funds and tind someone who is likely to be deceived by a false promise 

to repay a loan, I shall make such a promise, knowing that I shall never repay it. .. 

This differs from Kant's own example in two respects, only one of which is relevant. 

The one that is not relevant is the qualification that the person of whom the loan is 

requested (e.g .. Wood's Flitcrafi:) is deemed likely to make the loan. This is not relevant 

hecause it is a purely prudential consideration. which is already built into the maxim 

and does not bear on the universalizability issue. Simply put, quite apart from moral 

considerations, it is reasonable to seck loans from those who are likely to make them, 

presumably because they have the resources and are more apt trust you. The second 

difference. which may be of some relevance, is that in Kant's example we arc assuming 

J.4 RO'Si.'S (1954. 32·-33). I have modified Ross' account to mcludc the third altemativ(", which he does not 

consider. In the recent literature. Rou' objection I= been reiterated by T1mmons (2006, 163. 176. 18()) 
" The dHtinctJOJl between an underlying nuxim and a speafic mtention is emph..ized by O'Neill (1989. 

97). It should :d>o be no<cd here that Wood explicitly refers to the agent's intentions (1999, 103), then:bv 
unpbcidy equating m.3Xnns and tntcnstOm 
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contradiction interpretation, is that inseparable from the desirability of this end is a 

cenain degree of security in its possession. Accordingly. one could not, without 

contradiction. will both the end and a means that would make possession of this end 

inherently insecure.39 Presumably, one might extend this line of argument to cover 

examples such as Dietrichson's on the grounds that a universal law to that effect might 

prevent one from surviving infancy. As Korsgaard herself admits, however, even if we 

accept this line of argument, it does not cover all natural actions. For example, it leaves 

out murder (or other malicious acts) motivated by hatred or revenge, to which one 

might add, among other things, violent crimes committed for the sheer thrill of it, 

where the danger or insecurity is part of what makes the course of action desirable to an 

agent who is so inclined. 

A second strategy, which was suggested by Dietrichson and developed by Herman, 

is to admit that ma:x:irns of violence pass the contradiction in conception test, but insist 

that they fail the contradiction in will test. In other words, the universalization can be 

conceived but not willed as a universal law of nature, which brings them within the 

scope ofFLN¥' According to Herman, the main point that brings maxims of violence 

(murder and mayhem), such as convenience killings, under the contradiction in will 
test is the principle that rational agents cannot will a world in which their agency 

imposes no moral restrictions on the actions of others, from which it follows that a 

maxim of violence of this kind cannot be willed (though it can be conceived) as a law 

ofnature41 

Inasmuch as Herman's analysis is part of a longer argument to the effect that Kantian 

morality is fundamentally concerned with distinguishing correct and incorrect valua

tion of rational agency rather than establishing a deontological system, it cannot be 

dealt with here 42 For present purposes, what is important is that, as she readily 

acknowledges, given Kant's correlation of the contradiction in conception test with 

strict or perfect duties and the contradiction in will test with wide or imperfect ones 

(GMS 4: 42410_ 14), this move has the paradoxical consequence of relegating the most 

heinous crimes to the category of violations of wide or imperfect duties. which, 

according to Kant, demonstrate a lack of virtue rather than positive evil and/ or a 

violation of tights43 But, surely, for Kant and virtually all moral theorists, if anything is 

a strict or perfect duty. it is the prohibition of such acts; so that ifFLN is only capable of 

dealing with them by treating them as failing under the broader contradiction in will 
test, there is something radically amiss with FLN. 44 Thus. whatever the merits of 

'" lb1d .. 'JR-99 
"' See Dlemchson (1969. 181:\-H?) and Herman (1993. 113--31). 
" IIerman (19'!3. eo;p. 119-25). 
42 The spmt of Hennan 's approach jo;. nicely exprc'io;ed by the title of the concluding chapter of her book: 

"I.=VJng Deontnlogy Behind" (I '193. 20!!-30) . 
.n The p0mt 1o; argued by Kor\gaard in response to Dietnchson. See Korsgaard (1990, 84) . 
.(..4 Ncn mrpn'i.ingly. this pomt i'i emphasized by cntJcs ofrLN (or FUL) as a self-sufficient canon of moral 

JUdgment S<e Wo<Xl (l'J'J'l. ?7--101) and Timmons (2006. 173-74). Re,ponding to Herman. their specific 
urger J'i what Wood ails the ''correspondence thesis," that is, the thesis that the two types of contr.tdicuon 
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These considerations indicate the need to introduce a distinction between two 

senses of universalizability, which differs from the one drawn by Engstrom. I shall 

call them intra- and inter-subjective universalizability. The former is the sense of 

universalizability required by FLN. It is intra-subjective because it concerns the com

patibility of an agent's maxim with the same maxim considered as a universal law. This 

sense ofuniversalizability is most clearly operative in Korsgaard's practical contradiction 

reading, but it appears to underlie the logical contradiction interpretation as well. The 

latter is the sense of universalizability appealed to by O'Neill and it corresponds to 

Engstrom's subjective universalizability. It is inter-subjective because it requires the 

endorsability of one's ma.xim by all other rational agents. 

If this is correct, the great problem in understanding Kant's derivation or complete 

construction of the concept of the categorical imperative is to see how (or if) he is able 

to proceed from the former to the latter conception of universalizability. Addressing 

this problem will be a central concern of Chapter 9; but for now we must consider 

a new set of objections to FLN based on an apparent plethora of false negatives. 

rB) False negatiPes 

These are maxims that everyone would agree to be morally unobjectionable, but that 

appear to violate FLN. If fa.lse positives pose a challenge to the sufficiency of FLN, false 

negatives pose one to its necessity. The latter include, but are not liinited to, what 

Herman has termed "timing" or "coordination" maxims: for example, I shall save 

money by shopping in this year's after -Christmas sales for next year's presents; or I shall 

play tennis on Sunday mornings at 10:00 a.m., because others are likely to be in church 

and the courts will be less crowdedso In the first case, the problem is that if everyone 

acted in this way the practice of Christmas sales would die out, which would 

prevent the agent from profiting from the practice. Similarly, in the second case, if 
everyone chose to skip church in order to play tennis at that time, the policy would 

become self-defeating, thereby apparently violating the practical contradiction tests1 

In neither case. however, does there appear to be anything morally wrong with the 

the beings. to which they .1pply. Although we have seen that this is correct (otherwise there would be no 
contradiction). it doe-; not follow from this that they must be laws of rational nature in the sense suggested by 
EngK:rom. All dut IS required is that the agents Wlth respect to whom the actions falling under the law apply 
be consaous of the law. For ex.:unplc. we have seen that in the ..:a.o;e of tilse promismg, the pronusee is 
.mumed robe a rational agent who is .1ware of the (putative) "bw" of human nature that people attempt to 

borrow money Wlth no intention of paying it back. Moreover. Engstrom's reading glosses over the t3ct that 
dx cona-..Khction m non-umveJYJizable JTl.;.lxims under FLN IS between the univef"jahzed maxim and the end 
that t:he agent attempts to achieve through acting on the m.l..xim. 

"" See Hemun (1'193. 13R). 
"" 1 .-\ dUtinctive fearure of HerTTUn's analysis (1993. 140---43) is that she views theJe counter-examples as 

..-piytng only to the pracncal contradictJOn mterpreuuon. Although she thmks that the log;cal contradicnon 

.IVOids this problem. she w~~ts dut it mvolv~ diffiCulnes of It\ own. 
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posstbility of genuine false negatives, but it does shift the burden of proof to those who 

insist upon them and their critical import. 

By focusing on Kant's defmitions in GMS, we have already learned several impor

tant things about Kantian maxims. (1) They are subjective practical principles, on 

which an agent actually acts, as contrasted with objective principles or practical laws, 

which are principles on which they ought to act and would act if they were perfectly 

rational. (2) fu subjective, they presuppose particular ends and interests of an agent. 

(3) As principles. maxims are general rules or policies, which specify action-types 

under certain conditions, rather than particular actions. Accordingly, there are always 

a number of different ways in which one can act on a particular maxim, in contrast 

to rigid rules [ Vi>rsdtzej, such as starting each day with fifty pushups, which leave little 

or no room for practical judgment. (4) fu products of practical reason, maxims are 

consciously adopted by an agent; that is, one does not simply have maxims. one 

makes something one's maxim and, in so doing, assigns it a normative status, at least 

with respect to oneself. (5) A maxim may be schematically rendered as a practical 

principle of the form: When in S-type situations, perform A-type actions in order to 

artatn end E. 

To these we now add one further and crucial point, which is brought out by 

Kant's discussion of maxims in the second Critique. Kant there begins by defining 

practical principles as "propositions that contain a general determination of the will 
having under it several practical rules." Maxims are then defmed as the subset of 

those principles that are subjective in the sense that "the condition is regarded by the 

subject as holding only for his will" (KpV 5: 19; 153). Presumably, by the "condition" 

Kant here understands the agent"s incentive for adopting the maxim. So far, this 

corresponds to the defmitions in GMS; but Kant proceeds to go further by adding 

that. as general determinations of the will, maxims have (or can have) under them 

a number of practical rules. fu Otfued Hoffe, who has emphasized the importance of 

this detinition of maxims for the interpretation of Kant's universalizability test, 

points out. the claim that different practical rules fall under a maxim is ambiguous. 

since it could mean either that these rules are to be seen as deductive consequences 

of a maxim or that a maxim provides the normative criterion for the rules, which 

are determined by a judgment that is attendant to particular circumstances. Although 

the former is suggested by the traditional (logical) conception of a maxim as the 

"propositio maxima," Hoffe argues convincingly that it is the second view that Kant 

has in mind. 55 

In light of this, let us reconsider some of the putative maxims which allegedly yield 

false negatives. To begin with, it is obvious that Herman's playing tennis on Sunday 

mornings at 10:00 a.m., because others arc likely to be in church and the courts will be 

less crowded, is not a maxim. Rather, it is merely a rule or Vorsatz, because, like starting 

" HolTe (1979. '12). 
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policies, come in various grades ofgenerality.57 Accordingly, so the objection goes, it is 

impossible to draw the distinction between maxims (or more general) and rules (or less 

general) determinations of the will in a sharp way, which means that the problem of the 

appropriate description remains. In addition, it might be pointed out that Kant himself 

did not seem to have been concerned with either determining the appropriate level of 

generality or with drawing a distinction between maxims and rules in his examination 

oi sample maxims in GMS, since we have seen that these maxims come in various 

degrees of generality. 

I shall take the second point ftrSt, since it can be dealt with briefly. Although it is true 

that Kant is extremely camal in his discussion of maxims in GMS and does not refer to 

the maxim-rule distinction, this is readily understandable in light of his limited 

intentions in this work. As already noted, his concern is to illustrate the applicability 

of FLN by examining some generally accepted duties, through a consideration of the 

maxim on the basis of which agents, who are considering acting contrary to that duty, 

may be thought likely to act. Accordingly, from this point of view, there is no need for 

Kant to consider the maxim-rule distinction, or even to concern himself with the 

problem offa.lse negatives (or positives). But inasmuch as Kant did draw the maxim

rule distinction in the second Critique and connected the former with general deter

minations of the will, it seems appropriate to appeal to it in an effort to determine 

whether Kant provides the resources to deal with objections raised by present-day 

critics. 

A response ro the first and most important of these objections requires a further 

consideration of the sense of generality operative in the expression "general determi

nation of the will."' The key point is that one practical principle is not more general 

than another in the relevant sense in virtue of covering more cases or being applicable 

to more agents, but in virtue of its greater explanatory and justificatory power. And 

since maxims are subjective principles of action these come to much the same thing. In 

other words, the reamns that explain why I adopt a policy of x-ing under certain 

conditions are also those which justifY x-ing under these conditions for me (though not 

necessarily from an objective point of view). 

In light of this. let us revisit Herman's cryptic tennis at 10:00 on Sunday mornings 

example. Like the Vorsatz, do fifry pushups every morning, this does not include its 

reason or explanatory ground. Herman's alternative, namely, play tennis whenever the 

courts arc less likely to be used, docs better in this regard, since it provides a rationale 

.'\ccording to Beck (1960, 78). by a "general dctenninatlon of the will" Kant under.;tands a lasting 
policy or settled di<.posnion, that IS, a freely chosen propensity to act m certain ways under ceruin conditions. 
Ch;~ractenzmg the pobcy a.s lanmg IS mtended to mdicate that it has a defmite, non-tnvu.l temporal extent, 
but not that 1t necessarily amounl' to a "life rule" [ubensregelj as is affirmed by Hoffe (1979) and Bittner 
1974). I have cnucized the equation of maxuns wtth Ltbtnsre,~eln, as weU as the related but somewhat distinct 

V>ew of them by ()'Ne.ll. m Allison (1990. 191-94). In other r.,;pects. however, my present account IS closer 
to theu\ than that of my early work. where I was not directly concerned with issues involving the .application 
,>f dle c.ategoncal impentive. 
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We: can, of course:, pursue the e:\."}>lanatory quest a step further and ask why the agent 

chooses to maintain her well-being; but at this point only two possible answers are 

available on a Kantian account, namely, self-love and a sense of duty, neither of which 

has a furthr::r explanatory ground. 59 More to the present point, however, it is precisely 

because maxims, so construed, contain these grounds that they are the appropriate 

subject of a universalizability test; for the whole purpose of such a test is to determine 

whether these grounds can withstand their own universali7ation. 

!C) Some final thoughts on FIN and its alleged counter-examples 

Our consideration of the counter-examples to Kant's account of the application of 

FLN to the category of perfect duty to others that are prominent in the literature has 

led to a somewhat mi.."ed result. Assuming with Korsgaard and many others that the 

contradiction in conception that is supposedly found in maxims that violate such duties 

is best interpreted as practical, that is, that such maxims are inherently self-defeating or, 

alternatively, that they fail to possess an intra-subjective universalizability, we saw that, 

though FLN could readily handle many of the allegedly false positives, there is at least 

one subset of these, namely, those that Herman named maxims of "murder and 

mayhem," that appear to survive intact.60 Moreover, given the manifest immorality 

of the action-types falling under these maxims, we also saw that this is not a minor 

problem, which might be dealt with by tinkering with Kant's distinction between a 

contradiction in conception and a contradiction in will, but one that threatens the core 

of Kant's moral theory. 

As tar as false negatives are concerned, we have seen that their claims to be genuine 

counter-examples turns on one's interpretation of Kant's view of maxims; and by 

appealing to Kant's accounts of maxims in both GMS and the second Critique it was 

argued that those that are usually cited in the literature are not genuine counter

examples because they are not based on genuine maxirns.61 But even assuming the 

correctness of my analysis, an obvious limitation of this approach is that it leaves open 

the possibility of finding other £al.se negatives, which means that the most that I can 

claim to have accomplished with regard to this class of counter-example is to have 

shifted the burden of proof to the critic, who must provide ones that accord with 

;• We .hall see that in GMS 3 Kant argues that the impossibility of explaining rreedom brings with it the 
imposslb1hty of explaining why an agent takes an Interest in morality. Similarly, in Reli)!ion. Kant insists on the 
mexplicability of radical evil. unde~tood as a propensity to subordinate moraJ considerations to self-love. 

f:h By focusmg on the pncticaJ contradiction interpretation of Kant's test, ( do not mean to suggest that 
these fal~ p~itives would fare ~ner under the logical contradiction interpretation. The point is rather that 
I Vlew the former as the best characterization of Kant's pos1rion. 

'' 1 An aJtemanve «rategy for dealing with false negatives, which was initially suggested by T. S. Scanlon, 
lu. been d<'·eloped by Pogge (199H. esp. 1H9-96). According to Poggc, the umver;alizability test ts 

undentood to refer to the permi~ibility of maXIms. On this reading, the idea is that a certain maxim must 
be umverully av;;ulable to be ac.ted on, which doe-; not enta1l that everyone must act on it. Although this 
move doe\ appear to avmd false negative' of the sort that have worried so many commentators, I do not see 
how st rs reconcilable Wlth FLN; for while there may be permissive moral principles, I do not think that any 
\lense can be rn..ade of the notion of a perm1~ive law of nan1re. 
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The Formula ofHumanity (FH) 

This chapter is concerned with Kant's argument for and application of his second 

formulation of the categorical imperative, the "formula of humanity" or FH, and 

is div;ded into five parts. The first discusses Kant's claim that the categorical imperative 

presupposes the existence of something that is an end in itsel£ The second lays out 

Kant's taxonomy of ends. The third deals with the exegetical question of the meaning 

of "humanity" [AJenschheit] in the claim that humanity is an end in itsel£ The fourth 

analyzes Kant's argument for the claim that humanity has such a status and 

the derivation of FH from this result. Finally, the fifth examines Kant's application of 

FH to the same examples that were used to illustrate FLN. 

After five transitional paragraphs in which he reminds the reader of what has (and has 

not yet) been established, reprises the argument for the necessity of a metaphysics of 

morah, and underscores the error of attempting to ground morality in human nature 

or. more generally, experience (GMS 4: 425 1-2719), Kant begins the move to FH by 

enriching his initial account of rational agency. Kant had initially characterized rational 

agents as beings with the capacity to act according to their representation oflaws and 

equated this capacity with the possession of a will or practical reason. He now restates 

the point in somewhat different terms, defming "the will is a capacity to determine 

itself to act in COf!(ormity with lgemiiss] the representation of certain laws," to which 

he adds that "what serves the will as the objective ground of its self-determination is 

the end" (GMS4: 427 19-21)_, The latter provides us with a second essential feature 

of rational agency, namely, its intentionality or end-directedness. Kant did not 

hold that having ends is unique to rational beings, since we have seen that he 

1 Although the l.:mguage- 1s somewhat different, reflecting the different context in which it occun, I take 
thts to be m e<>o;eno.J agreement wtth the "tnnscendent.J" defmition of"end" J.ZU.,ck) that Kant provides m 
the thud Criti.que: "m end ~ the object of a concept insofar as the former is considered as the cause of the 
former (the rolll:'ound of Its pos.ibility" (KU 5: 220; 105). By "transcendent.!" IUnt here me.aru perfecth· 
gcneaJ in the <;t"O'ioC of amtr:;acting &om everything empirical. 
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(I) Since ends are the sources of reasons to act, if an agent has no end in view, then 

that agent would have no reason to act. 4 

(2) But any imperative presupposes that there are reasons to act and a categorical 

imperative presupposes that these reasons are valid for all rational agents, which 

entails that they must be independent of any interests that are not shared by 

every conceivable rational agent. 

(3) This entails that there must be an end that is likewise independent of any such 

interests; otherwise it would not be universally valid. 

(4) Such an end, by definition, would be an end in itself. 

(5) Therefore, if there is a categorical imperative, there must be something that 

exists as an end in itself. 

As noted above, this argument does not purport to show either that there is a 

categorical imperative or that there exists anything which might be regarded as an end 

in itself It likewise does not purport to show either that this end in itself is to be 

identified with humanity or rational nature or that the existence of the latter has 

absolute worth. I believe that it does show, however, that the existence of something 
with end in itself status is a necessary (as well as a sufficient) condition of a categorical 

imperative, which was the point at issue. 

Against this, it might still be objected that, since it appears to ground morality in a 

pre-given value that is independent of the will, the dependence of the existence of a 

categorical imperative on the existence something with the status of an end in itself is 

incompatible with the autonomy of the will and, indeed, with the prioritizmg of the 

right over the good, which since Rawls has ofi:en been considered a defining feature of 

the Kantian view5 Although this raises a number of complex issues, which will be 

discussed at various points in this chapter, for the present it must suffice to point out 

that the ends that are presupposed by the categorical imperative are only ends in a 

negative sense, that is, sources of constraint on the acts that one can permissibly 

perform. Moreover, as such, they presuppose the categorical imperative, which im

poses this constraint on the will of finite rational agents, who are themselves the ends in 

question. In other words, it is not that being human or having a rational nature has 

an independent value, which is the source of an obligation to treat beings with 

these qualities with respect; it is rather that the categorical imperative bestows this 

1 I con.s1der the thes1s that end~ are the sources of reasons to act, which is the ~ntial premise of this 
J.J"gUment. to be 1mpliot in Kant's account of the connection between rational agency and ends at GMS 4: 
t27 19_2 _1 Moreover. I do not think that there i..'i any incompatibihty between this and Kant's claim in both 
GM~ 1 and the s.econd Critique that the moral law itself provtdes an mcentive and therefore a reason to act; 
for.~ the second fonnula indicates. it only does~ by providing an end, namely, humanity. I am indebted to 
Oliver ~nsen for pointing out thJ'> pos.'lihle source of objection. 

' Tim hne of objection has been forcefully argued by Sensen (2009, 317-18 and 2010, 103-4). I diS<Cuss 
the relation between Rawlsian pnoritizatlon of the right over the good and Kant in the Introduction. 
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connects, at least in part, with the former distinction. We are told that a formal practical 

principle abstracts from all subjective [my emphasis] ends, whereas a material one is based 

on these very ends (GMS 4: 42731H 2). Although Kant does not say so explicitly, this 

implies that a formal principle does not abstract from objective ends or, more precisely, 

from objective2 ends. 

Kant introduces the notion of value into his account by noting that all material ends. 

which he identifies with ends that rational agents propose as effects of their discretion

ary action (Handlung muh &lieben] (GMS 4: 427 3~34), are merely relative, because their 

value is entirely a function of the agent's desires. 7 As such, they can provide the ground 

only for hypothetical imperatives. Again, Kant is implying, but not explicitly claiming, 

that objective2 ends would have a non-relative or absolute value, that is, one that 

is independent of any desires or inclinations of agents and that could therefore ground 

the categorical imperative. 

In the next and previously cited paragraph, Kant refers to an unspecified something. 

whose existence in itself has an absolute worth. While it is evident that this "some

thing" is an objective2 end, it remains unclear at this point whether it must be more 

than that, namely. a particular kind of objective2 end. In order to appreciate the issue. 

it is necessary to keep in mind that the function of the sought-for end is to ground the 

categorical imperative and that thi.~ is distinct from being grounded in or required by 

such an imperative. It IS easy see that objective2 ends fall into the latter category. since, 

ex hypothesi. they are given by pure reason, but it is still not clear that any fall into the 

fonner. 

Consider the good will. Although a paradigm case of something whose existence in 

Itself has absolute worth or unconditioned value, it cannot plausibly be claimed to 

ground the categorical imperative; for the simple reason that it presupposes and, with 

the exception of a perfect or holy will, is itself defined in terms of it.8 Moreover. the 

same can be said of the two obligatory ends (one's own perfection and the happiness 

of others). on the basis of which Kant later structured his doctrine of virtue.9 As ends, 

the pursuit of which are morally required of all fmite rational agents, they are both 

objective2, but they cannot be viewed as sources of the categorical imperative, since 

their status as morally required ends is a consequence of this imperative. 

(C) Ends to be effected and self-standing ends 

Kant introduces this distinction at GMS 4: 43725_27 and it reflects the ambiguity of 

both the English term "end" and the German "Zu<eck." Although they usually refer to 

some purpose or aim to he achieved. they can also refer to something that already exists 

7 By "discretionary action'' I take: Kant to be referring to an action that is not oblig:atorv 
• I uke th" to be the mam reason for rejecting the thesis of Dean (2006) that humanity~ to be identified 

with a good wilL I shall uke up other aspects of Dean's views in the next section. 
• SeeMS 6: 384--88; Slf>-20. Presumably, a good will would be one th2t is committed to the end oft 

moral perfection. the pursuit of which falls undcr the end of one's own pel'kction. 
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their capacity to set ends; (2) Kant attributes tills status only to agents with a good will; 

(3) Kant regards as ends in themselves all rational agents with a capacity for morality. 11 

After criticizing the first two options, I shall argue for the third. 

(,1j Rational agents and the capacity to set ends 

It is a prevalent view in the literature that "humanity," as it is used in GMS, refers to 

every minimally rational agent and that what qualilies every such agent to be an end in 

itself is a capacity to set ends, quite apart from the morality (or lack thereof) of these 

ends. Tills view receives its most direct support from Kant's statement that "Rational 

nature distinguishes itself from the rest [of nature] in that it sets itself an end" (GMS 4: 

43721 _22). Tht> most prominent proponents of this view are Korsgaard and Wood, who 

offer slightly different versions of it and emphasize different texts in suppotting it. 

Accordingly. I shall consider the textual evidence to which each of them appeal in 

support of their reading. But before proceeding, it must be noted that the question of 

what Kant means by "humanity" is complicated by the fact that his accounts in various 

writings involve two distinct conttasts: with "animality" [Tierheit]. on the one hand, 

and with "personality" [Personalitiit], on the other. Although both Korsgaard and 

Wood cite passages from both groups, Korsgaard appears to emphasize the former 

and Wood the latter. 

(1) Korsgaard's view: In arguing for her thesis that the capacity to set ends is both the 

deftning feature of rational agency and the ground for regarding rational agents as ends 

in themselves, Korsgaard provides what she takes to be both primary and supplemen

tary textual evidence. I shall focus on the former12 

Although she does not characterize it as such, the first piece of evidence that Korsgaard 

cites is Kant's claim that "The capacity to set oneself an end-any end whatsoever-is 

what characterizes humanity (as distinguished from animality)" (MS 6: 392; 522). 13 Tills 

is as clear and unambiguous a statement as one could wish regarding the distinction 

between humanity and animality. Not only does Kant locate the distinguishing 

feature of humanity vis-a-vis animality in a capacity to set ends rather than merely in 

the possession of reason, understood as a cognitive capacity, he also explicitly affirms 

that this encompasses all ends, not merely those that are morally required. 

Korsgaard ftnds additional support for her interpretation in Kant's teleological 

argument in GMS 1 . At ftrst glance, this seems an odd text to cite, since its main 

unport is to argue that we should assume that reason was given to us in order to make it 

possible to attain a good will rather than happiness; but she takes the account of 

11 I am followmg Dean·.-. charac:tenzation ofthe exegetiCal opuons. Sec De.an (2006, 17-33). 
12 Kor;gaard\ mpplemenury evidence com1sts of passages &om the "Methodology of the Teleological 

Power of Judgment" at the end of the third Critiqur, whiCh she takes as confinning her centra.l thesis that 
r:~tJonal choKe 1c:, the source of O~JectJve valm" and the lot:us of ab'iolute or unconditioned worth. See 
Kor;~rd (1')'!6. 12H--31) 

11 fbJd .. llfJ. 
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physical and yet involves comparison (for which reason is required)," and the latter is 

necessary because "it is only in comparison with others that one judges oneself happy 

or unhappy" (RGV 6: 27; 75). In other words, what Kant finds to be distinctively 

human is a form of self-love, which involves a sense of self-worth, where this worth is 

measured by comparison with the worth of others. 20 To feel oneself superior to others, 

in whatever terms the comparison is being drawn, is to be happy; while to feel oneself 

inferior is to be unhappy. Presumably, such self-love requires reason in two respects: 

fmt. because any comparison must be based on a criterion, the selection of which 

requires a use of reason; and second, because gaining superiority, whether real or 

perceived. requires some son of rational plan. 

Here and elsewhere. Kant displays a cenain ambivalence toward this predisposi

tion.21 On the one hand, he sees it as the root of culture, which Kant viewed as a 

civilizing process and in the third Critique characterized as the ultimate purpose of 

nature with regard to human kind22 Indeed, as Wood points out, the predisposition to 

humanity presupposes "a kind of freedom, namely. the ability to resist the immediate 

coercion of desires and impulses," which is a necessary (though not a sufficient) 

condition lor morality. 23 On the other hand, Kant also suggests that this predisposition 

is the source of"diabolical vices," such as envy, ingratitude, and Schaden..freude (RGV 6: 

27; 75). The latter point gives urgency to the above-mentioned question of why Kant 

appears to privilege the predisposition to humanity over personality. 

Wood offers two reasons for this privileging, neither of which is completely 

satisfactory. The first is that the categorical imperative requires preserving and respect

ing rational nature in all of its functions, not merely in its morallunction 24 Although 

this is correct. it is beside the point; for the issue is not what the categorical imperative 

reqmres. but in vinue of what propeny or capacity does humanity attain the status of an 

end in itself That all of the fi.mctions of such a being deserve respect is a consequence of 

~0 Th1s is contrasted w1th a "physical and merely mtchtmicnf" fom1 of self-love. for which reason is not 
reqmred .md \vhich em be .umbuted to ammals and to the predisposition to ammahry in human nature. This 
fOnn of self-love IS mamtCsred in the desire for self-preservation and the propagation of the species. which 
~ncompa.sse-s both sex .md the preserv.:~tion of the offipnng. Oddly. Kant also includes under the predisposi
tion to .mima1ity a s(}(:ial drive- tOr community With other human beings. Presumably. Kant induded it here 
rather than its more natural home. the predi.~position to humanity. because he deemed it as instinctual rather 
than as ba."'d on rea.•on (see RGV h: 27: 75) . 

.'l Kant's ambiva1ence re~arding the predi~posirion to humanity goes hand in hand with his ambivalence 
toward~ the culture-cntique mounted by Rous.~au in hi.~ "Second Dtscourse" (Rousseau. 1964. 101-228). 
In thi.~ es..o;,av, which deeply influenced Kant, Rousseau present.fo the course of civilization as involving the 
corruption of human beings a.-; they were m an original "pure stare of nature," where they were guided by 
mstinct rather than reason. While Kant. p.:uticul.uly in his essays in the philosophy of history and the third 
C'ritique. shared Rousseau's ";ews that the civilizing process began "',th the replacement of instinct bv reason 
.md that th1s mevu.ably led to mequahty. cotrupoon, and all of the VICes connected with the dcvelop,ment of 
~iety. Kant connected this with an historical teleology through which social conflict rooted in competition 
md spurred on by humankmd's unsoaable sociability will lead eventually to a positive outcome_ 

"' See KU 5: 429-34: 297·-301. 
., Wood (1999. 119). 
,. Ibid .. 120. 
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"humanity" and "end in itself' from anything specifically involving morality. While 

one might wonder why the mere capacity to set ends should confer a special status and 

dignity on rational beings, regardless of how this capacity is used, no such worry arises 

in the case ofbeings with a good will. 
Dean provides two arguments for his reading: (1) a direct argument from an analysis 

of Kant's concept of value, particularly as it is manifested in GMS; and {2) an examina

tion of the texts. But since the larter is concerned more with challenging alternative 

readings rather than direcdy supporting his own, I shall concentrate on the former. 

Dean's central argument turns on the similarities between Kant's accounts of the 

concept of a good will and of an end in itself. Although this is often viewed as a source 

of embarrassment, since it seems to commit Kant to the implausible view that we have 

duties only to those with a good will, Dean grabs the bull by the horns and argues for 

their identity27 Appealing to Kant's definitions and discussions of these concepts, he 

advances two premises: 

(1' 1) If x has value independent of inclinations ... , then x must be an end in itself 2~ 

(1'2) If x is valuable in all possible Circumstances ... , then x must be good without 

qualification. 2'' 

By supplementing these conditional premises with the daim that humanity has value in 

all possible circumstances, the equivalence of humanity and a good will supposedlY 

follows. This is because Kant had previously argued that only a good will is good in all 
possible circumstances. Given this, Dean claims that, since something is good in all 
possible circumstances if and only if its value is independent of inclination, and since, ex 

hypothesi, the latter holds of an end in itself. it follows that humanity, insofar as it is 

regarded as an end in itself. is identical to a good will.30 In other words, since Kant 

claims of both a good will and humanity (as an end in itself) that it is the only thing 

"in the world, or indeed ... outside it" that is good without limitation, it follows that 

27 Ibid., esp. 92-95. It should be noted that part of De .an's strategy involves deflating the requirements for 
having a good wtll. To this end, he defines it a." "the will of a being who i." committed to acting morally. who 
gives priority to moral principle~ rather than acting simply to satisfy her own desires, inclinations. impulses. or 
sentiments" (op. cit., 24). Hts point is that, since a good will. so defmed. is not rare. the identification of 
beings with a good will and those that are ends m themselves does not lead to a moral elitism regarding those 
to whom we have dunes. But even if one grants that Dean's account avoids the danger of a moral elitism 
reg:mlmg the obiects of morality (those with regard to whom we have duties), it leads to paradoxical 
consequences concemmg the subje<ts of morality (those who supposedly are obligated). For if having a 
good wiU is ;,~ necessary condition of attaining this status. it follows that those who lack it are not morally 
obhgated. At one pomt (op. cit., 81 ), Dean appears to address this worry by claiming that those without a 
good wtll are obligated to strive to attain it. But while this may represent Kant's vlew, it is of no help here; for 
the question then becomes: why rational agents. who. ex hypotMsi. lack humanity and therefore are not end" 
in themselves because they lack a good will. are so obligated? 

21=1 Dean (20CX), 38). The omitted portion in this and the following proposition refer.; to dignity. which 
Dean himself acknowledges is not essential co the argument. 

"' lbJd .. 3'1. 
'" lb1d .. 39-40. 
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detennined are the grounds on which Kant makes these claims about humanity. In one 

such passage Kant writes: 

Now morality [Moralitiit] is the conclition under which alone a rational being can be an 
end in itself. because only through it is it possible to be a legislative member in the realm of 
ends. Thus it is morality [Sittlichkeit] and humanity, insofar as it is capable of it, that alone has 
dignity. (GMS 4: 435,_9) 34 

Although the claim that being a legislative member in the realm of ends is the 

conclition under which a rational bemg can be an end in itself might suggest the good 

will reading, this is counterbalanced by the claim that it is humanity, insofar as it is wpable 

of morality, that has dignity. Moreover, if. as seems reasonable, one understands by a 

legislative member in the realm of ends simply a being who has autonomy, then this 

too is perfecdy compatible with the capacity reading, since having autonomy is merely 

a necessary and not also a sufficient condition of moral goodness. 

The same view is also to be found in the second Critique, where it is connected with 

the notion of personality and membership in an intelligible world. Immediately after 

his famous paean to duty, Kant tirst notes that it is nothing other than personality, 

understood negatively as freedom and independence from the mechanism of nature 

and positively as a capacity for being subject to laws given by their own reason, that 

is. autonomy, that elevates human beings above the sensible world and makes 

them members of an intelligible order of things and thereby subject to morality 

(KpV 5: 87: 219). And he continues in the next paragraph, 

The moral law is holy (inviolable). A human being is indeed unholy enough. but the humanity in 
his person must be holy in him. In the whole of creation everything one wants and over which 
he has any power can also be used merely as a means; a human being alone. and with him every 
rat10nal creature, is an end in itself: by virtue of the autonomy of his freedom he is the subject of 
the moral law. which is holy. (KpV 5: 87; 210) 

hnally. in his discussion of servility [Kriecherei] in the Metaphysics of Morals Kant 

both denies that it is merely the capacity to set ends that is the source of the unique 

worth of humanity and reiterates the thesis that the source of this worth lies in 

being subject to morality. He does the tanner by stating that, in comparison with 
animals. 

Although a human being has, in his understanding, something more than they and can set 
himself ends. even this gives him only an extrinsic value ... that is to say, it gives one man a higher 
value than another, that is. a price ;ts a commodity in exchange with these animals as things, 
though he still has a lower value than the umversal medium of exchange, money, the value of 
which can therefore be called preeminent (prrtium eminms). (MS 6: 434: 557) 

34 Unlike Heg<l, Kant tended to regard "MoraliUit" and "Sittlirhkeit" as synonyms. 
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under Jaws. which involves imputability and autonomy (a person being subject to no 

Jaws other than those she gives to herself). The second point is that "moral personality" 

is defined in terms of "being under moral laws" [my emphasis] rather than as obeying 

them. At this point. this should be no surprise; but given the virtual synonymony of 

"personality" and "humanity," it provides additional confirmation for the thesis that it 

is the capacity for morality that grounds the unique status and value of humanity. 

Before concluding this defense of the capacity for morality reading of the special 

status that Kant assigns to humanity, it is necessary to respond to the criticism of this 

reading advanced by Dean, which basically boils down to the thesis that it is absurd to 

attribute a higher value to a capacity than to its realization. As he puts it, 

It is conceptually bizarre and possibly even incoherent, to place a higher value on an unrealized 
capacity than on the thing itself To claim that the capacity of morality has the highest possible 
value is to embrace just this sort of conceptual perversity _3? 

If this is what the capacity reading maintained, Dean would be correct. But it is not 

committed to the absurd view that it is somehow better merely to have the capacity to 

be moral than actually to be moral. As was already indicated in discussing Dean's 

identification of a good will with an end in itself, the issue is not what is better or best, 

but what is the condition of treating humanity in our own person and others as an end in 

itself having dignity. And that this condition is the capacity for morality in no way 

conflicts with Kant's view that the good will is the only unconditioned good. 

IV 

We have seen that, after claiming that the possibility of a categorical imperative rests on 

the existence of something that is an end in itself and whose existence has an absolute 
worth, without further ado, Kant writes: 

Now I say that the human being and in general every rational being exists as an end in itself. not 

merely as means for the discretionary use of this or that will. but must in all his actions, whether 
directed to himself or also to other rational beings, always be regarded at the same time as an end. 
(GMS 4: 4287 _ 11 ) 

In the previous section, we began an analysis of this pivotal claim by trying to 

determine the property or capacity in virtue of which Kant claims that a human being 

exists as an end in itself. And, after examining the major interpretive options. it was 

concluded that it was in virtue of possessing a capacity for morality. The next logical 

step would be to demonstrate that human and, more generally. rational agents, actually 

nght to do with them as they see f1t (A 7: 127; 219). Inasmuch a.~ Kant h(.~re characteri7es the ground ofthc 
umquc value of humanity entirely in tcm1s of a theoretical capactty, his account diffel'"!> from that found m his 
vanom. wntmgs m moral philosophy. 

n Dean (2001). 87). 
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under the tide of "persons," who presumably have at least a prima facie claim to such 

status. 

(1) Objects of indituztion: The denial of end in itself status or unconditioned worth to 

such o~jects is relatively non-controversial$8 As Kant puts it, "All objects of inclina

tions have only a conditioned worth; for if the inclinations and the needs grounded on 

them did not exist, their object would have no worth" (GMS 4: 428 12_ 14). Expressed 

in the language of ends. if making x my end were based on an inclination, then x 

would be merely a "relative" or "material end," since its status as an end would be 

contingent on the fact that I happen to have an inclination for it. 39 

(2) The inclination themselves: Although inclinations are not the sort of things that one 

would regard as ends. except perhaps in the special case where one might endeavor to 

develop a liking for something, say broccoli, because it is supposedly nutritious. Kant 

includes them among his targets for elimination on the grounds that they are the source 

of needs and therefore of ends that presuppose needs. Kant goes beyond a simple 

elimination, however, by claiming notoriously chat "inclinations ... are so far from 

having an absolute worth, so as to make one wish to have them, that it must rather be 

the universal wish of every rational being to be entirely free from them" (GMS 4: 

4 28 15_ 18) 40 The general response to this is that this global disparagement of inclination 

goes too far, since some inclinations, for example, a sympathetic feeling for those in 

need, are undoubtedly good things, even if they are not unconditionally good. 

Moreover, it is customary to cite Kant's own quite different, assessment of inclinations 
in Reli,Rion, where he claims that. 

Considered in rhemse/11es natural inclinations are j!(){)d, i.e .. not reprehemible. and to want to 

extirpate them would not only be futile but hannful and blameworthy as well: we must rather 

only curb them, so that they will not wear each other out but will instead be hamwnized into a 

whole called happiness. (RGV 6: 58: 1 02) 

It seem' evident that this represents Kant's considered view on the matter. In 

addition to the indirect moral benefit provided by some inclinations. this passage 

reminds us that the (harmonious) satisfaction of inclination constitutes happiness for 

JH I have charactenzed this argument as rtL:rtivrly non-controversiaJ because it has been criticized bv 
Kerstein (2006. 204). He object> to it on the grounds that a critic might claim that Kant got things backw....h. 
According to Kentein, nther than it being the case that something is good because we desire it. we should say 
that we dt"St~ It bc:-cause tt 1s goon. Although this is corren:. it i.•• misguided as an objection to Kant. As both 
Ko~rd and Wood pomt out. the value of all t"nds. c:-ven inclination-based ones. is an obi~crivc maner. since 
1t is a product of reason (see Koc;gaard. 1996. 114--17 and Wood, 1999. 127-30). In othe; words. ratherthan 
clatmmg that some thmgs (objects of mclination) are good simply because we desire them. Kant maintains 
that. even in th('"<;(' cases. we desire things because we de('m them good. though the rca..o;ons for this may be 
agent-relatt'-·l" 

.w ~ Dean ~~~t." out (20J6. 11 H), Kant pn-scnts his argument by elimination in terms of valu~. denying 
that objects of mchnaoon could have an unconditioned worth; but the point can a.lso be made in tenns of 
ends. 

4(J For a similar 'itatcmc:-nt. Sl'C KpV 5: 11 R; 2]5 
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Although arguments by elimination involve an unavoidable indeterminacy, I believe 

that Kant can provide a plausible answer that is based partly on his account of ends 

and partly on his conception of a rational being. Setting aside inclinations, which, as 

noted above. are not usually considered ends, we have seen that Kant recognizes two 

ontologically distinct types of end: ends to be effected or brought about and self

standing ends. At least for the purpose of the present argument, Kant seems to assume 

that inclination-based ends encompass the complete class of the former. We have seen 

that this is not strictly true, since Kant recognizes non-inclination-based ends of the first 

type. for example, the good will and the two ends that are also duties of the Dodrine cif 
Virtue; but the situation can be easily rectified to accommodate these. All that is needed 

is to point out that the latter are not ends in themselves (objective2 ends) in the required 

sense. since their status as ends presupposes and therefore cannot ground a categorical 

imperative. 

This leaves us with self-standing ends, which is a somewhat trickier matter. 

Here. I take the essential point to be the connection between rationality and self

consciousness, which Kant builds into his concept of a person. Simply put, only a being 

that is an end for itself, which requires self-consciousness, can lay claim to being an 

end in itself Perhaps Kant's clearest statement of this, which also underscores the 

connection between self-consciousness and personality, is at the very beginning of 

the Anthropology, where he writes: 

The fact that the human being can have the"[" in h.is representations raises h.im infinitely above 

all other living things on earth. Because of this he is a person, and by virtue of the unity of 

consciousness through all that happens to him, one and the same person-i.e., through rank and 

dignity an entirely different thing [Wesen] from th.ings [Sachen], with which one can do as one 

likes. (A 7: 127: 239)45 

I shall return to this crucial point below in connection with an analysis of the second 

step in Kant's argument. But first it is necessary to note the second of the two problems 

with the first step. It concerns the grounds for Kant's claim that rational beings are 

persons and therefore objective ends in the sense that no other end can be set in their 

place to which they would serve merely as means. Although if what was said above is 

correct, Kant could have mounted an argument for this claim, the only supporting 

reason he provides at this juncture is that, if one were to deny it, "nothing at all of 

absolute worth would be encountered; but if all worth were conditioned, hence contin

gent. then no supreme practical principle for reason could be encountered anywhere" 

(GMS 4: 42829 . 31). In effect, then, at this point Kant is content to claim that the price 

accoum of the good w11l that he did not regard happiness per se as an unconditioned good. Admittedly. this 
Jc>e., nor re\Uivt- the J<;<;ue, -;mce it m1ght still be supposed that with a little ingenuity it is po~ible to provide 
other candicbte<,; but 1t at lea.o;.t placeo;. the burden of proof on the critic. 

,.., Smce th1s passage i'i from the Anthropolo~y. 1t J.s not surprising that it refeJ'j specifically to human beings; 
but 1t L\ de<tr that the pomt LS apphcable to ranonal beings ao;. such. 


























































































































































































































































































































